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- Can several applications from one university be submitted?
  Yes. A ranking by the university management is not required. The former pre-selection by the Israeli institutions has been omitted.

- Are all universities and research institutions in Israel eligible to participate?
  Yes.

- Are extra-mural research institutions eligible to apply?
  Yes.

- Is there a requirement for a confirmation letter of the university management or a formal cooperation contract?
  No. We strongly advise, though, to check your individual eligibility to submit applications to external funding agencies with your respective university management.

- Is it possible to include a third cooperation partner who is neither from Israel nor from Lower Saxony?
  In principal yes. However, the Lower Saxon-Israeli cooperation has to be significant.

- Are postdocs, junior research group leaders, and junior professors eligible to apply as PI?
  Yes, from the funders side the program is open for researchers at every career stage (provided they hold a PhD (or equivalent) and are employed at a university or research institution in Israel or Lower Saxony).

- Is there a requirement to include doctoral student positions?
  The participation of PhD students is not mandatory. However, the involvement and further qualification of junior scientists is certainly welcome. This refers to master students, doctoral students, and postdocs.
• **What has to be considered regarding the distribution of funds?**
  In line with the aim to support genuine cooperations funds should be adequately distributed (while taking into account the different levels of staff costs). Both partners are eligible to apply for all budget categories (be it personnel costs, material costs and/or travel costs). Each partner has to submit a separate cost plan (Lower Saxon applicant and Israeli co-applicant). All funds will be granted to the institution in Lower Saxony, which then forwards the respective partner shares.

• **Are there any thematic restrictions?**
  No, as long as the thematic focus lies within the disciplinary categories addressed in the given year.
  As there a separate calls for applications from “Biological and Life Sciences, Medicine”, these disciplines are excluded from the calls addressing “Natural Sciences, Mathematics, Engineering Sciences” (for interdisciplinary projects, see next question).

• **Is it possible to apply for interdisciplinary projects?**
  Yes, but the thematic focus of such projects has to lie within the disciplinary categories addressed in the given year. Usually, the main methods applied are a helpful indicator for an appropriate categorisation.

• **Is it possible to submit a revised version of an application that has formerly been rejected?**
  No.

• **Is it possible for projects already funded within the programme to apply for an extension of the project's duration?**
  A mere temporary extension is not possible. In case there are obviously new research questions or objectives as a result of the funded project the cooperation partners may apply for a new project. The differences of such two projects should be explained clearly in the application.

• **Do the Foundation or the Ministry of Science and Culture of Lower Saxony support the search for suitable cooperation partners?**
  No.

• **Is it possible to apply for research equipment / investments / computers?**
  In principle, it is possible to apply for research equipment. The equipment must be advanced and highly specialised and specifically needed for the conduct of the project and not of a general kind for basic needs of the institute. The acquisition needs to be
justified comprehensibly and be appropriate in relation to the total application sum. For investments higher than EUR 10,000, a quote has to be enclosed. Computer equipment can only be applied for in exceptional cases, e.g. for research staff newly employed for the project. However, the applicants must justify why this investment cannot be provided by the institution(s).